Chart of Human Design

Keter
Superconscious
(Crown)

Mochin
(intellect)

Chochma (wisdom),
Bina (understanding)
Daat (knowledge)

Midot
(emotions)

Malchut
(Sovereignty
(actions))

Soul-Based Desire

Pleasure
Will

Intuition, Inner
Knowing
Inspiration/Creativity
Inspired
Logic

Beliefs
Stories
Rationalizations

Anger, Hatred
Fear
Sadness
Self-consciousness
Suspicion
Shame
Isolation

Love
Appreciation
Joy
Confidence
Trust, Optimism
Connection

Self-discipline
Long-term gratification
Acting from a Vision
Inspiration
Creativity

LIVING IN PRESENT
INSPIRED BY FUTURE

Reactive, Ego-Based

Overindulgence/
Short-term gratification
Addiction
Burden
Repetitive Behaviors

LIVING IN PAST
AFRAID OF FUTURE
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